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spotlights

From the editor

I

IN THE THREE FEATURED HOMES IN THIS ISSUE, ALL ARCHITECTS
were challenged with designing homes in response to site and style. Each had
unique properties on which to build — mainly downhill — and each opens up
to back yard living made possible through creative and expert solutions. The
interiors show design that is equally responsive to their clients’ ways of lives, and
keepsakes meld with comfort.
On our cover, only the slab and shell of a 1968 ranch home were saved in
the reimagination of what would become a modern home. With Mark Ashby
Design, Tobin Smith Architect and Dalgleish Construction collaborating from
the very beginning of the project, the art-filled home with bespoke finishes and
furnishings was maximized with projected living spaces, balconies and even a
cantilevered pool.
When homeowners wanted an authentic Cape Cod cottage right in the middle
of Texas, architect Jed Duhon of Studio Steinbomer gave them just that, reinterpreting material choices and orienting the home to accommodate a Texas context
and often-harsh sun. Built on a downward sloping lot, the three-story home opens
to back yard living with a phenomenal view. Designer Amity Worrel brought East
Coast style to the interiors.
Lofted living spaces with floor-to-ceiling windows and steel-framed masonry
provide panoramic views of lakefront property and beyond in a home designed by
Eric Barth and Ryan Burke of A Parallel Architects. Built into the hillside, strategically placed wings relate to the shape of the lot as well as specific sight lines of
treetops, water and rock cliffs. Inside, the open home flows with minimal massing and consistent millwork that visually connects each room.
When an empty nest couple wanted to incorporate an elevated French Country
design in their new upsized home, Daley Home + Design supplemented their collection of antiques and heirlooms with custom furnishings and fabrics. A palette
of blues and greens, and even a requested mural, evokes a bucolic vibe that combines southern comfort with the homeowners’ love of France.
For more ideas to fill what appears to be an early summer, shop Summer
Classics’ newest collections for outdoor living. Then experience interactive art at
San Antonio’s Hopscotch, along with several gallery exhibits across our area that
promise to inspire. And as celebrity chefs gravitate to hotels as their latest brickand-mortars, locals join tourists for elevated dining.
I hope you enjoy,

Trisha Doucette

On The Cover:
As a second home intended for family retreats and business
conferences, the team of architect + designer + builder + artcollecting homeowners created the perfect combination of form and
function. The dining room doubles as a meeting space, and includes
3D wall art by Roxy Paine and Ulrikk Dufosse’s hanging black mesh
sculpture. Opposite is a discreetly small-framed Do Ho Suh sculpture
of a security key pad. Page 30. Photo by Douglas Friedman.
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outdoor living

OUTDOORS
in Style
CAPTURING LIVABLE SQUARE FOOTAGE OUTDOORS
ADDS VALUE TO YOUR HOME AND LIFESTYLE.

Chris Hutchens, creative director of Summer Classics
Home, has a knack for beauty and design. With a wave of his
hand, he can seemingly transform any room into a fashionforward work of art, with stylings that are innovative, progressive and trendsetting. Hutchens brings transitional flair
with the ideal touch of sophistication to each of his projects.
One of his many talents is incorporating these design elements into every space he creates — both indoors and out.
“I like to think of outdoor living as an extension of your indoor living space,” Hutchens says. “Every time you have the
14 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

right products in your outdoor space, it never fails—that ends
up being the room you use the most in your home.”
When pulling together an outdoor living space, Hutchens
suggests using products that are practical and that you can
see yourself using regularly. When creating a patio area, for
example, think about designing a “full environment.” It is
worth putting the time and investment into your space to
make it the best it can be — a place where you want to spend
time. Hutchens explains, “It is always worth adding those detailed touches to your outdoor space to make it feel complete.”

APRIL / MAY 2021

Photography courtesy of Summer Classics Home.

By Brandy Woods Snow

Featured Advertiser Editorial

Outdoor living is essentially an extension of your home —
a concept Hutchens feels is sometimes forgotten. “Go right
ahead and push that outdoor living space into the side yard;
get the most out of your property,” Hutchens says. For him,
any outdoor area is an opportunity to enhance the value and
beauty of your home. He likes to think of it as adding square
footage to your property — without remodeling. This is, by all
accounts, a modern take on indoor-outdoor living.
Hutchens encourages homeowners to employ a host of aesthetically-pleasing and functional furnishings and accessories
to make their space unique and inviting. “A fire pit is ideal
for a small chat group, roasting s’mores or as an entertaining area. Deep seating sets from Summer Classics are ideal
under a pergola or cabana to create an inviting and relaxing
atmosphere, and include Summer Classics’ outdoor lighting
to complete the space,” he says. “As a one-stop-shop for all
things outdoor living, from performance rugs that anchor the
space to outdoor chandeliers and lamps that provide the ambiance, Summer Classics Home has exactly what you need.”
Outdoor living spaces can be the ultimate oasis by simply
creating an environment that feels like an escape from everyday
life. Summer Classics Home offers an array of chic pieces and
curated collections perfectly suited to mix, match, and design
a space that is all your own. “’I hate my outdoor space,’ said no
one . . . ever,” Hutchens says. “Anyone who puts the time and
effort into their outdoor area never has any regrets.” u

“AS A ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR
ALL THINGS OUTDOOR LIVING,
SUMMER CLASSICS HOME HAS
EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED.”
— CHRIS HUTCHENS

For more information about SUMMER CLASSICS HOME,
call 210-223-4610 or visit SUMMERCLASSICSHOME.COM.
APRIL / MAY 2021
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trend

LET’S HOPSCOTCH

VJ YOURSELF

AS A CITY WELL-KNOWN
FOR ITS THRIVING VISUAL
AND PUBLIC ART COMMUNITY,
SAN ANTONIO WAS THE
OBVIOUS CHOICE AS THE
HOME OF HOPSCOTCH,
AN EXPERIENTIAL ART EXHIBIT
THAT UNITES ARTISTS
IN COLLABORATIVE
ENVIRONMENTS TO CREATE
UNIQUE SHARED EXPERIENCES.
By Claudia Alarcón
Photography courtesy of Hopscotch
Co-founded by entrepreneurs Nicole Jensen and Hunter
Inman, Hopscotch originally manifested as a temporary popup in Austin in 2019 but the permanent San Antonio location,
which opened October 2020, was always the end goal. The
20,000-square-foot, two-story gallery features 14 uniquely
curated, immersive installations from more than 40 local,
national and international artists that elicit a sense of joy and
wonder. Although the exhibit allows artists from all over the
globe to experiment with a wide spectrum of mediums and
16 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

technology, Hopscotch strives to highlight the work of local
artists and collectives.
“We wanted to create unique spaces that were inclusive to
all and encouraged guests to be present and take part in their
experience,” said Jensen. “San Antonio has an incredibly
authentic and vibrant art scene that speaks to the character
of the city — it always felt like a natural home for Hopscotch.” In partnership with nonprofit San Antonio Street Art
Initiative, Hopscotch dedicated one of the largest rooms to an
indoor street art gallery showcasing works that will express
the culture of San Antonio, with murals that will rotate over
time to feature additional artists.
The stunning space, designed by acclaimed Austin interior
designer Leslie Fossler Interiors, is centered around a concept loosely derived from inferred elements of Alice in Wonderland. As guests enter, they are greeted with artistic design
at every turn, including a mural and rabbit sculpture. “We
suggested a kitschy play on fantasy versus reality using visuals within the giant space on the entry level,” says Fossler.
“The enormous stairs funnel visitors ‘down the rabbit hole’
to the exhibit spaces, and symbolic elements, iconic shapes
and colors speak the language of San Antonio’s culture and
vibrancy. We also used as many local artisans as possible.”
Fossler’s team integrated eclectic furnishings, geometric
patterned fabrics and tiles in lively tones of brass, peacock
blue, aqua and teal green, punctuated by black and white elements. Unique and original decorative lighting brings proportion to the tall ceilings while providing acoustic treatment,
playful shapes and subtle illumination. The exhibit spaces

APRIL / MAY 2021

are semi-permanent, and will be rotated
bi-annually or as needed. Jensen and Inman played a major role in collaboration
for the fabricated design features.
Among the most popular exhibits are
the Rainbow Cave by Brooklyn’s Basia
Goszczynska, built from LEDs and 40,000
salvaged plastic bags (the same amount
used in Texas every 2.5 minutes) and
fishing nets. VJ Yourself by Playmodes, a
collective based in Barcelona, Spain, is an
interactive dance installation that allows
users to dance with their “past selves”
using a contagion effect that mirrors their
actions on screen. The Symbiosis installation by Kuflex, from Moscow, Russia, uses
light projection to make participants look like alien beings.
Adding to the overall experience, Jensen and Inman
wanted to offer an impressive and unique food and beverage
program. They enlisted a local food truck to provide snacks
on the patio, and added a bar in the main lounge designed in
collaboration with Austin restaurateur C.K. Chin. The bar
program, inspired by the installations throughout the space,
features specialty cocktails, beer, wine and non-alcoholic
beverages created with help of former Deep Eddy Vodka
Hospitality Director Tracy Beachman featuring local Texas
spirits. Guests may take beverages with them throughout the
gallery or enjoy them at the lounge.
“Having a career that has been rooted in hospitality and
experience creation, it was very important to me that the
‘Hopscotch Experience’ extend throughout every corner of
the space so that every single detail was intentional,” says
Jensen. “We wanted to create a holistic environment where
food, beverage and community were an integral part of the
overall offering.”

SYMBIOSIS

The gallery is also committed to sustainability, implementing measures into daily operations such as 100% biodegradable straws and stir sticks made from natural plant stems.
Instead of selling bottled water there is a water fountain refill
station where guests can fill their own bottles or purchase
one from the gift shop. Guests can also keep their Tossware
bar glasses, made from repurposed and recycled water
bottles, or leave for Hopscotch to recycle. At the gift shop,
guests can find Hopscotch merchandise and unique gifts and
custom curiosities made by local artists.
Hopscotch is taking enhanced precautions to make sure
the experience is safe for both staff and guests during COVID-19, including mandatory masks and temperature checks
for guests and employees, state-of-the-art automated air
decontamination systems, limited touch points, HEPA HVAC
filters, professional deep cleaning, hand sanitizer stations
throughout, limited venue hours and strict capacity limits. u
HOPSCOTCH | letshopscotch.com

RAINBOW CAVE
APRIL / MAY 2021
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HOUSE OF

CLAY

CERAMIC ARTIST MARY FISCHER
APPROACHES HER CRAFT WITH A CERTAIN
MINDSET BASED ON A QUOTE BY NORMAN
MACLEAN FROM THE MOVIE A RIVER RUNS
THROUGH IT, “ALL GOOD THINGS . . . COME
BY GRACE AND GRACE COMES BY ART
AND ART DOES NOT COME EASY.”
By Cheryl Van Tuyl Jividen

Photography by Seale Studios

In her case, art came as a birthday commemoration. “For our fortieth birthdays, a
friend and I gave ourselves clay lessons at a city-funded facility a few blocks from my
house in Austin. After becoming addicted, I took classes at the Southwest Craft Center,
now the Southwest School of Art, in San Antonio, which offered a wider range of courses
and experience,” says Fischer.
Soon her newfound skills led to the purchase of acreage west of Austin and the construction of a house and studio. There she began building houses of clay. Using construction
techniques including slab and extruded pieces, the structures can be enhanced with stains,
glaze, colored slip and designs. Fischer explains, “Obviously, architecture is a major influence, but so are patterns found everywhere. Traveling is always good and seeing things not
seen before is a real boon.” That can include graffiti in Rome, images from antique books,
old postcards or photographs she’s taken and transferred to her ceramic works.
Original and unique describe Fischer’s clay houses. “Nothing I make exists elsewhere.
I don’t make architectural models. I guess you could say they are compilations of styles,
but I don’t set out with that in mind. The exception might be grain elevators which are
the most interesting things on the landscape on the high plains,” she says. As artistic as
they are, Fischer is practical, “I simply try to put something together that works and that
interests me. When I go to make a piece, I am not thinking about truth and beauty. I am
trying to keep it from collapsing.”
The Texas native’s path has included multiple careers as a commissioned officer in the
U.S. Air Force, as a draftsman and cartographer for Travis County and then for environmental consultants. But her work as a ceramicist is one of inspiration, “Just about
everything in life influences my craft. One has to separate things, but actually putting
parts of your life in boxes is an exercise in futility. I make what I do in clay because I
want to. Talking about the why and wherefore usually means taking liberties with the
truth. What is true one day may not be the next. What you swear by one day, you curse
the next. As with all things in nature, a state of flux is the rule and means all is well.”
Fischer’s work is highly collected and available at galleries nationwide. They can be
found in Texas at: Mockingbird Hand Prints in the Blue Star Art Complex in San Antonio;
Assemblage Contemporary Craftsman Gallery in Buda and Art Connections Gallery in
La Grange. u
MARY F FISCHER | maryffischer.com
APRIL / MAY 2021
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HOTEL Restaurants
WHY SHOULD TOURISTS HAVE ALL THE FUN WHEN HOTEL
RESTAURANTS OFFER LUXURIOUS DINING FOR LOCALS, TOO?

Hotel dining has certainly changed in the last few years. Remember those generic diners with less than
stellar menus? Guests now have multiple interesting choices when it comes to dining in Austin and
San Antonio hotels. From high-end New American to comfort food and exotic tastes, these properties offer
comfortable, stylish dining rooms and exciting menus that are luring locals as coveted dining destinations.
By Claudia Alarcón

AUSTIN

ARLO GREY
COURTESY SYDELL GROUP

CORINNE

CORINNE AT AUSTIN
MARRIOTT DOWNTOWN

This new hotel destination offers
fresh, unfussy American cuisine that
highlights seasonal, local ingredients.
Don’t be fooled by the swanky modern
look of the dining room. The vibe is
relaxed and friendly, and the patio bar
feels like a neighborhood hang out. The
menu ranges from decadent to healthy,
with gluten-free and vegan options even
for dessert. Signature dishes include
crunchy crab and potato croquettes
with citrus aioli, and rotisserie chicken
with lemon chicken jus, grilled broccolini and pommes puree. A perfectly
cooked halibut in green tea sauce with
asparagus, snap peas, matcha and
lemon looks like spring on a plate. Good
wine and cocktail list, too.
ARLO GREY AT THE LINE HOTEL

The fact that Top Chef winner Executive Chef Kristen Kish considers this

lovely lakeside restaurant as her child
is apparent in every carefully selected
detail. Arlo Grey reflects her bubbly
personality and passion for food, and
recently her quirky creativity found
a way to serve customers safely in
adorable poolside yurts that seat up to
eight people. The extraordinary prix
fixe menu for spring includes dishes
like duck egg spaghetti carbonara with
house-made lardon, parmesan and
parsley root, and mesquite-grilled Texas
Wagyu ribeye with sugar snap pea
and corn slaw, smoked yogurt, glazed
carrots and crispy ranch potatoes. For
killer cocktails with a perfect view, head
upstairs to the lovely P6 bar and lounge.
OTOKO AT
SOUTH CONGRESS HOTEL

On the busiest section of SoCo, this
hotel boasts three restaurants and two
bars. While Café No Sé is known for
healthy breakfasts and Central Standard

20 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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OTOKO
BY ANDREW REINER

is the busiest of the three, the hidden
gem here is Otoko, an exclusive Japanese omakase-style restaurant tucked
behind the hotel on the 2nd floor. Uchi
alumn Chef Yoshi Okai entertains
guests on a 12-seat counter, presenting
whatever he creates with the freshest
ingredients he finds each day. The price
tag is dear, and reservations must be
made at least a month in advance, but
it is worth the splurge. For tiki-inspired
cocktails and an impressive collection
of Japanese whiskeys, visit the adjacent
Watertrade lounge to enjoy bar bites
without breaking the bank.
CICLO AT FOUR SEASONS

Fresh Texas cuisine and extraordinary cocktails shine at this picturesque
property on Lady Bird Lake. Chefs Abril
Galindo and Gerardo Lopez add Latin
flair to the varied cuisines of our state,
from a hearty breakfast to late night
nibbles at the welcoming Live Oak bar.

jano dishes of her upbringing, combined
with pan-Latin flavors. The bar program
is solid, offering local beers, wine and signature cocktails, but if you want to keep
it traditional, you can’t go wrong with an
expertly made mojito or margarita.
CICLO

A new luxe feature is the Flambéed
Texas Wagyu Tomahawk Signature Dinner Experience, offered at Ciclo with
limited availability. The tequila-marinated steak, flambéed and carved tableside,
serves up to three and comes with a
choice of two sides. The famous Sunday
Brunch is now served as a coursed meal
instead of as a buffet to keep everyone
safe, but the gorgeous setting and excellent service remain the same.

SUMMER HOUSE ON MUSIC LANE
BY JESSICA ATTIE

SUMMER HOUSE ON MUSIC LANE
AT HOTEL MAGDALENA

The newest Bunkhouse property,
Hotel Magdalena, is home to Summer House on Music Lane, a laid-back
eatery that aims to invoke a relaxed
lakeside home. Inside, the dining room
and bar are decked with plants and
simple furnishings, and familiar smells
of live fire cuisine emerge from the bustling open kitchen. Outside, however,
is a large dog-friendly patio with retro
patio seating and a large herb garden,
and the sound of trickling water adds a
lovely backdrop to lively conversations.
The menu is small but varied and well
executed, with great cocktails and an
impressive wine list to complement the
Mediterranean-inspired fare.

Located on the pool deck of this
downtown Austin property, this artful
restaurant offers the best of both worlds
— a laid-back oasis for a laid-back
gathering and a stylish dining room
perfect for date night, serving a simple
all-day menu of American favorites
with international accents. Sharable
starters include a heaping plate of
addictingly crispy jalapeño calamari,
blue crab stuffed deviled eggs and a
Mediterranean-inspired flatbread with
whipped ricotta, prosciutto and arugula.
There are burgers and lighter sandwich
options, and signature plates that range
from a USDA Prime steak and a crispy
buttermilk fried chicken breast to an ahi
tuna poke bowl and a vegan super foods
bowl. The beverage program doesn’t lag,
offering a small but well-curated wine
list, local brews and signature cocktails
also available poolside.

Sunny Supper is the main all-day
restaurant at stunning Hotel Emma
at San Antonio’s Pearl. Surrounded by
glass walls with a view to a peaceful
section of the river, Supper showcases
Chef John Brand’s fresh approach to
American cuisine guided by seasonal
ingredients. For breakfast, indulge in
a Strawberry Shortcake French Toast
or a Green Chorizo Scotch Egg with
Sprouts, Jalapeño Corn Bread and
Tomato Provençal. At lunchtime, choose

SUPPER
COURTESY GILES DESIGN BUREAU

GROUP THERAPY

GROUP THERAPY AT HOTEL ZAZA

SUPPER AT HOTEL EMMA

SAN ANTONIO
OCHO AT HOTEL HAVANA

Sitting along a quiet stretch of the
River Walk, Ocho at Hotel Havana
channels the tropical vibes of Cuba and
blends them with San Antonio’s Mexican
roots. The setting is lovely, evoking an
art deco greenhouse with comfortable
furnishings, glass chandeliers and large
windows that open to the river on sunny
days. In the capable hands of Alamo City
native Executive Chef Jesse Kuykendall,
Ocho keeps pushing the envelope with
clever, gourmet takes on the classic Te-

OCHO
BY NICK SIMONITE
APRIL / MAY 2021
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from the many creative sandwiches and
salads, and try a true taste of Texas at
dinnertime with the Country Fried and
Smoked Quail with Mashed Potatoes
and Pickled Corn Relish. There’s also
a special bar menu if you get hungry
between 3:00 and 5:00pm, and you
won’t go thirsty with the ample beverage menu that includes local Texas
beers, classic and house cocktails, and
an impressive selection of wines.
SILO PRIME AND
NONNA OSTERIA AT FAIRMOUNT

A perennial local favorite, Silo rolled

SILO PRIME
BY LAUREN KELLER
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NONNA OSTERIA
BY LAUREN KELLER

into the Fairmount at the River Walk
with two wonderful concepts. Nonna
Osteria is a cheerful space serving classic Italian fare in a relaxed atmosphere.
Think margherita pizza, homemade
pasta, fresh salads and simple but delicious main dish specials like pan seared
branzino with fingerling potatoes and
sautéed spinach dressed with a Chianti
sauce, or an Akaushi ribeye with Brussels sprouts and roasted bell peppers
and a creamy four cheese sauce. Ask
your server to help you pick a wine
from their extensive list of Italians by
the glass or bottle.
Silo Prime is a classic American
steakhouse in an elegant setting,
with all the bells and whistles and the
quality everyone has known and loved
from the brand. Yes, the chicken fried
oysters are on the menu, alongside
steakhouse favorites like wedge salad,
French onion soup and prime cuts of
beef and lamb. Hot and chilled seafood
dishes and side orders abound, especially at the lovely rooftop oyster bar,
which boasts one of the most iconic
views in downtown San Antonio.
LANDRACE AT THOMPSON

This sexy Downtown newcomer, one
of the most anticipated openings of
the year and the latest concept from
award-winning Chef Steve McHugh,
impresses from minute one. A serene
bar entrance with comfortable seating
leads to an open dining room surrounded by windows, with cozy booths
and elegant tables to set the mood for
a romantic evening or business dinner.

But the showstopper here is the chef’s
counter, from which you can witness
their prowess working the wood-fired
grill as you sip one of the superbly
crafted cocktails or a nice glass of
wine. Landrace serves breakfast, lunch
and dinner, with a varied menu that
ranges from healthy smoothies and
vegetarian fare to decadent grilled oys-

LANDRACE
COURTESY THOMPSON SAN ANTONIO

ters, house-made pastas, and of course,
outstanding grilled meats with unique
sides and sauces. Chef McHugh, who
has made a big name for himself at
the helm of Cured, has hit a home run
again covering all the bases — an excellent staff, a perfect atmosphere and a
menu that will have you returning
for more. u

LAZO WITH
DON STRANGE OF TEXAS
AT ESTANCIA DEL NORTE
After San Antonio’s catering legend
Don Strange passed away in 2009, his
son Brian took the helm of his father’s
hospitality company. Now, he is excited
to enter a new era of growth, as he prepares to unveil Don Strange’s first-ever
brick-and-mortar restaurant.
Located inside Estancia del Norte, an
exciting flagship hotel newly renovated
BY KRISTOPHER RUTHERFORD
by Presidian Hotels & Resorts, Lazo With
Don Strange of Texas and the Paseo Bar will offer Don Strange’s signature mix of
classic and modern dishes and cocktails.
A long-time family friend, Presidian CEO Charles Leddy approached Strange
about a year ago with the request that he run the restaurant inside the newly purchased hotel. “On our meeting, I explained how Don Strange is known for providing fresh, authentic South Texas dishes, inspired drinks and creating unique, San
Antonio experiences, but it’s our genuine hospitality and attention to detail that
makes us stand out,” says Strange. With their visions aligning perfectly, the project
became a reality.
Inspired by their catering legacy, Lazo will host demo stations to provide guests
with an interactive meal experience as chefs prepare favorites like gorditas made on
the comal and flaming doughnuts served with ice cream, right before their eyes.
“We consider ourselves ambassadors to San Antonio and Texas — that means there
will always be something fresh and inviting coming from our bar and kitchen,” says
Strange. “We look forward to providing our guests with unique culinary experiences,
thoughtful bar and wine menus and generous hospitality.”

22 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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PAMPERED PUPS
A MODERN, YURT-INSPIRED DOG RANCH IN THE HEART
OF THE HILL COUNTRY MAKES DOGS’ COMFORT A PRIORITY.
By James Frierson Photography by Dror Baldinger

Located a short drive from San Marcos, Lara’s Canine
Solutions features a unique new complex that optimizes the
staff’s routine and puts the dogs’ comfort first. Designed by the
architects at A.Gruppo, these prefab modular yurt kennels and
a smartly-oriented office space solved client Lara Stonesifer’s
issue with operating out of long and linear horse stalls; everything was always too far a walk.
Now everything is done in the round thanks to two circular
structures clad in standing-seam roof metal. These kennels
provide easy access to each dog from a central climate-controlled chamber, giving the animals space to train and rest
from the Central Texas heat (inversely, for the colder months,
the floor sports in-slab heating). A huge skylight is located
at the building’s apex, one inspired by the Pantheon ceiling
oculus, supplying natural light that changes throughout the
day and providing the capability to vent air in and out. Other
features include sloping steel U-shaped channels to direct
rainwater from the circular roof, and a natural palette of sage
and terracotta colors.
Each of the kennel’s indoor living quarters exit via a doggy
door to shared runs enclosed with metal fencing, an overhead mesh and masonry walls. “The biggest design goal was
to make a 21st century dog kennel,” says architect Andrew
Nance of A. Gruppo; one that acknowledges and respects the
inherent predatorial or territorial instinct in dogs. By designing the runs to radiate out from the building, the layout
avoids forcing different groups to face each other — a common issue found in keeping dogs in a linear livestock model.
Instead, the run opens out to the surrounding trees and
keeps the canine guests happy and socialized without being
over-stimulated. The goal was to “create a den or cave setting” and directly link it “to the outside play area” filled with
“undeveloped, wild landscapes” with no immediate threats.
The administrative office is located a safe distance from

the kennels, creating a non-competitive space to welcome
new dogs and owners. Large windows wrap around the
building like a ribbon, letting in natural light and making
the cozy spaces feel much bigger. Cor-ten weathering steel
makes up the brownish cladding, offering a rustic look with
a touch of modernity. To design the exterior, A.Gruppo
looked to nature for inspiration: the “big idea for that building,” says Nance, was to create a “shell” mimicking the
dried leaves of oaks, mustang grape leaves or persimmon
trees. “The roof is kind of like this leaf that starts to curl
and bend around,” welcoming in visitors on one side while
providing a barrier on the other “for the [kennel] dogs so
they only have to focus on their immediate surroundings”
and not the newcomers.
This unique opportunity was a “good all-around kind of
challenge,” says Nance. A.Gruppo needed to consider facets
of their client’s everyday work tasks, such as the logistics of
where to store dog food, provide washing and training, and
interface with the public, while also acknowledging that “one
of the clients is our four-legged friends.” Like with any project, the ultimate goal was to create “experiences of comfort
and safety for all the users,” but one that also allows dogs to
behave naturally in a brand-new environment. u
A.GRUPPO ARCHITECTS
512-557-2140 | agruppo.com
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WILD
Flowers

TEXANS LOVE WILDFLOWER
SEASON AND IT’S EASY TO
EXTEND THE FLORAL FRENZY
ALL YEAR LONG.

SIGNATURE SCENT

The sweet fragrance of the
Texas state flower was specially
formulated at Fredericksburg
Farms and captured in a soy-based
candle. But don’t stop there. Grab the
entire Bluebonnet line which includes
soaps, lotions, air fresheners and wax
melts. fbgfarms.com

COLORFULLY COMPOSED
Wrapped around your neck for an
old-school-cool vibe, the 22 x 22-inch
scarf is a combination of everything
true to Texas in an Otomi-inspired
design. felizmodern.com

FIELD OF DREAMS

A panorama of iconic Texas wildflowers provides year-round
photo ops. Every wallpaper mural is printed on demand to
custom wall dimensions and cropping, and available in two
methods of application: paste or peel & stick. wallsauce.com

SIGNS
OF THE
SEASON
Translated from an
original watercolor,
the Floral Rim
Stoneware Footed
Serving Bowl design is
perfectly suited for
spring and beyond.
potterybarn.com

BELOVED BEES

BOLD AND
BEAUTIFUL
With the goal of making artwork accessible, each Andy Blank
piece is limited in time or quantity and every screen print,
photograph and painting is designed and created by a team of
artists and craftsmen. andyblank.com
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Thanks to bees, we have our wonderful wildflowers. Capital
Bee Company Pollen is collected as bees make their rounds
visiting flowers and then brought back to the hive. It’s
packed with nutrients, antioxidants and protein. Their
Honey is handpicked, never processed and comes in many
rare mono-floral varieties. Available at Hearth & Soul in
Austin. hearthandsoul.com

AWARD-WINNING
INTERIOR DESIGN
custom homes • condos
remodels • commercial

Stephanie Villavicencio

Texas Registered Interior Designer

512.443.3200
www.bellavillads.com

to bi n sm i t h arc h i te c t. co m

HOME DESIGN

A PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE, PHOTO BY ANDREW POGUE

The Collectors’ Home

Nostalgia for New England

30

40

The Radial House

French Decorum, Southern Sensibility

48

56
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CLAY GRIER

THE

COLLECTORS’
HOME

CLAY GRIER

AN ART-FILLED SECOND HOME DOUBLES AS A RETREAT FOR
PEACEFUL FAMILY WEEKENDS AND CORPORATE MEETING SPACE.

By Claudia Alarcón | Photography by Douglas Friedman and Clay Grier
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DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

H

DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

HOMEOWNERS LANHAM NAPIER, FORMER
Rackspace CEO and chief executive of investment firm
BuildGroup, and wife Dr. Dacia Napier, a radiologist and
avid art collector and historian, wanted a relaxing family lake house they could use for entertaining friends and
hosting events. But they also needed it to serve as an office
and private conference space for business, and a space to
showcase a world-class art collection. They called on Mark
Ashby Design, Tobin Smith Architect and Dalgleish Con-

CLAY GRIER

A Tony Cragg sculpture graces both the kitchen and
living room where a Guido Faleschini sofa and Alvar Aalto
chair were customized for the space. A Ruud van Empel
photograph hangs to the left with an Ed Ruscha painting
against the right wall. A very large and textural Zhu Jinshi
painting decorates the home entry. In a hallway, a Liza Lou
wallpiece is displayed over Rick Owens antler stools, and
a Peter Alexander sculpture is illuminated by light from
the adjacent window.

DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN
APRIL / MAY 2021
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DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

An iridescent wall sculpture by Gisela Colon hangs
next to the homeowners’ “Cabinet of Curiosities,” a display of art, found and historical objects. Displayed across
from the lower level bar is an oil on canvas by Ellsworth
Kelly, and a Ross Bleckner iconic bird painting is in a
guest bedroom.

struction to turn this 1960s Lake Austin ranch home into a
modern and unique abode.
“The owner’s commitment to having their agent, architect,
designer and builder selected and engaged at the earliest part
of the project was crucial,” says Brent Harrell, Senior Project
Manager from Dalgleish Construction, who took on the extensive
remodel. “The first challenge was
creating a very precise, detail rich,
finished product on the solid but varied bones of a 50+-year-old home,”
he says. “Significant elevation adjustment and realignment (leveling and
straightening) were necessary to pull
this off. Structurally, the removal of
a wall in the kitchen area needed to
support the roof, and placing a pool
with a water surface area greater
than the bearing footprint were the
two greatest challenges.”
According to Harrell, the home

DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

has many important details knitted into a relatively compact
space, making accuracy and precision a factor unto itself. The
roof support was solved with very precise carpentry and a
determined and skilled steel fabrication crew. The remedy for
a pool extending over and past a rock precipice was a carefully
designed and placed steel and concrete cantilevered slab.
“The house was originally built in 1968, and it was ‘Frenchified’ at some point,” says Smith. “Our job was to redefine the
house yet again and give it another life. We initiated a major
architectural transformation that maintained the structure’s
slab and shell but dramatically redefined the exterior presentation and interior experience.” This expanded the home’s
entertaining core, dramatized the stairwell and augmented
outdoor living opportunities with projecting balconies, a
double height screened porch and
the cantilevered pool constructed by
Poolscapes of Austin.
Inside, the space evokes a fine
art gallery showcasing the Napiers’
impressive collection and additional
works curated by Armstrong Art Consulting of San Antonio, and includes
works by LeWitt, Cragg, Fischl, Hirst,
Bourgeois, Dufosse, and many more,
plus an Austin nod to Ellsworth Kelly.
Except for the vintage furniture collection, including original pieces from
Alvar Aalto, Edward Wormley, Roche
Bobois and Karl Springer, much of
the fabrics, rugs and cabinetry are beCLAY GRIER
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DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

In the master bedroom, an Eric Fischl painting dominates
one wall while Tomás Sareceno’s aerial art hangs near a
sideboard and a Damien Hirst painting can be seen in the
hallway. Louise Bourgeois art hangs in the daughter’s room.

spoke, designed and curated by Mark Ashby Design interior
designer Christina Simon, and handmade to stand as their
own unique works of art.
In the living room, a gold Guido Faleschini sectional was
re-imagined as two separate sofas and customized with a
more modern and updated fabric, along with an original Alvar Aalto Boucle chair. Simon designed various rugs, custom
knotted through Black Sheep Unique, as well as bespoke beds
handcrafted by local artisans.
Simon also designed a custom leather-wrapped stair handrail made by a local leather artisan, as well as the unique
record cabinet that hangs in the lower-level lounge, outfitted with original Ettore Sottsass custom veneer and built by
Walker Restoration, who also crafted the built-in sofa. The
adjacent “Cabinet of Curiosities” was designed by Smith who
included open shelving and stunning brass cubes to display
an assortment of natural and historical objects: special finds
of an avid collector that extend beyond fine art.
APRIL / MAY 2021
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DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

A Joel Shapiro figural sculpture flanks
the front entrance while out back, a neon
sculpture by Tracey Emin hangs in the
two-story screened porch.
DOUGLAS FRIEDMAN

A very special wooden feature is attached to a guest bedroom wall. “This is a vintage rosewood piece with its beautiful original grain,” says Simon. “We found it and restored it
back to its original condition. Very rare, as you can no longer
find rosewood as it is highly regulated. The piece was too
large for the space, but we didn’t want to waste any of the
beauty, so we wrapped it around the corner and customized
it for the wall.”
In the bar downstairs, as well as in the super moody powder bath upstairs, the walls are decked in natural pyrite tiles
from Ann Sacks, which give a striking mirrored effect. The
powder bathroom also boasts a stunning charcoal-colored
concrete basin. This, along with the pyrite mirror concept on
the wall, was designed by Smith.
The entire kitchen is custom-designed by Bulthaup. “The
finish for the cabinets is from their metallic collection. It is
the Aluminum finish in the color Sand Beige, and so is the
countertop,” says Simon. “The backsplash is made of warm
quartzite to add more natural movement and beauty in contrast to the super structured German precision cabinetry.”
The dining room pulls double duty as an elegant conference
space with an enormous stainless steel pull-out white board
wall to accommodate board meetings and presentations.
As a transition to back yard entertaining areas, a doubleheight screened porch is compact, yet it feels like a larger space.
It was designed to provide a mosquito-free outdoor area to enjoy
38 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

the special setting behind the home, with the pool, treetops and
ravine. A neon sculpture by Tracey Emin and suspended light
fixture by Santa & Cole bring art into the outdoor setting.
The back of the house opens to a quiet inlet off Lake Austin. Coupled with a multi-level plant and hardscape masterplan by landscape designer Christy Ten Eyck, the homeowners enjoy peace and privacy. With the four-bedroom, six-bath,
3,500+-square-foot home tucked in the treetops above this
back waterway, Smith describes the deliberately unassuming front exterior, saying, “The house’s dramatic perch is
concealed from the street behind an understated façade that
provides little hint of the experience inside.”
Upon entry and at every turn, exquisite materials, furnishings and art were carefully curated, and the home thoughtfully reimagined for the homeowners’ professional use. But
ultimately, it serves as a private getaway where relaxing
family time takes priority. u
Mark Ashby Design
512-524-1220 | markashbydesign.com
Tobin Smith Architect
210-326-6646 | tobinsmitharchitect.com
Dalgleish Construction Company
512-346-8554 | dalgleish.net
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WE SPECIALIZE IN EXOTIC STONE
AND EXTREMELY SATISFIED
BUILDERS AND HOMEOWNERS.
512.698.1380
toorcountertops.com

NOSTALGIA

FOR NEW ENGLAND
ARCHITECT JED DUHON DESIGNS A CAPE COD-STYLE HOME
WITHIN THE CONFINES OF LIMITED SPACE
AND THE TEXAS CLIMATE.
By Ann Koehler | Photography by Andrea Calo

W

WHEN CONTEMPLATING THE ARCHITECTURE OF
their future house, the wife of the couple, a native New Yorker
who married a native Texan, wanted to bring the spirit of her
Northeastern roots to her new home. To architect Jed Duhon
of Studio Steinbomer, the instructions were clear: design a
New England-style house in the heart of Austin with the natural light of a Cape Cod cottage, materials true to the northeast
region and the open floor plan of a typical coastal house. This
42 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

meant foregoing the established Central Texas vernacular of
limestone, glass and steel, and instead evoking a cottage vibe
combined with the comfort of a casual Hamptons’ beach house
through form and material. In addition, chasing the amazing
views from this Northwest Hills site meant positioning spaces
to face the wide-open landscape. And finally, the family of five
(and one energetic Goldendoodle) wanted one bedroom for
each person, a guest room, a media room and a home office.
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These requirements posed several challenges for Duhon
and his team. Preserving the characteristics of New England
architecture while shielding windows and walls from the
brutal Texas sun was a primary concern. Plus, the architects
needed to blend the house into the existing Austin neighborhood context. But it was the limited buildable area of the
downward sloping lot that created a conundrum. “The owners purchased a beautiful lot with fantastic views overlooking
APRIL / MAY 2021
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the Cat Mountain preserve,” says Duhon of
the pie-shaped site that expands outward
from the narrow point at the street, with
a steep drop in the back. If Duhon pushed
the house back far enough to accommodate
the design, the site falls off. In the end he
perched the house on the edge of the hill, 80
feet from the front property line, creating a
three-story plan that appears as a contextfriendly, two-story house from the street,
with the third “basement” level below that
accommodates the media room, exercise
room and bar, and opens to the pool deck.
The design process took some eight months
with interior designer Amity Worrel joining
the team in the early days. Duhon adapted the
recognizable Hamptons’ architectural profile of gabled rooflines and deep porches with subtle gestures to insert the house
into the Texas context — eschewing shingles for a darker Oklahoma stone, for example, and incorporating artisanal siding to
soften the large home’s presence. “Our team quickly embraced
the idea of designing a home that kept true to the New England
heritage with the steep roofs, large windows, exposed wood
beams and a central fireplace. The abundance of natural light
was key to recreating the warm, cozy feeling everyone expects
with a Cape Cod home, although we all know the Texas sun
is not always our friend. Therefore, we oriented the house so

that the front and back patios shield the home from intense
sunlight while keeping smaller overhangs typical of the Cape
Cod style, instead of providing deep overhangs that we often
use to protect the windows from direct sun. We creatively used
dormer windows on the north side of the house to bring natural light through angled light wells into the main living area,
which balanced the light partially dimmed by the large covered
patio,” explains Duhon.
On the main floor, all rooms orient towards the view to the
north, with a covered porch accessible from the master suite,
guestroom, main living, dining and kitchen areas, and over-
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looking the pool and patio below. Upstairs are the three kids’
rooms for a total of five bedrooms and five baths — just what
the homeowners wanted — in approximately 5,900 square
feet of conditioned space.
While Duhon had involvement in the interior materials, Worrel worked closely with the homeowner to select finishes and
furnishings. She explains, “My team pulled finish materials
that spoke to the client’s East Coast casual style but elevated
taste. She approaches the world in a very unpretentious and
‘family first’ way, doesn’t take herself too seriously, is funny
and fun to work with and was open to a true collaboration.”
Worrel incorporated contemporary and vintage furniture
pieces to create comfortable and flexible lounging areas for the
family to gather, saying, “The homeowner’s existing pieces
were used in the dining room, office and the master bedroom
but otherwise, because this new home was larger than their
last, we did new custom pieces for the other areas.”
New upholstered pieces in subtly patterned indoor/outdoor
fabrics add refined texture that will stand the test of time (and
kids). Worrel says the color palette was led by the homeowner’s love of soft, tonal spaces that feel beachy and light but are
elevated and traditional. “She appreciated texture in materials
so we were happy to bring that in in the fabrics and window
treatments. The palette feels natural and is guided by the undertones in the finish materials such as the marble floor in the
master bathroom, the lovely bleached wood floors in the main
areas and the bluestone in the mud room,” she adds.
Deliberately unpretentious but elegant, details include
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Indigo Lotus wallpaper in the office and a hand-painted terracotta tile backsplash in the kitchen. A visit to a local reclaimed
lumber yard yielded the perfect pieces that were milled to create shelving for the living room and bar, as well as the legs and
base for the kitchen island. The island counters are honed Absolute Black Granite and the periphery counters are Calacatta
Gold polished marble, both from Toor™ Stone Countertops,
who also supplied the master and guest bath counters. The
combination of timeless finishes, traditional fixture profiles,
serene color palettes, natural materials and contemporary
mixed metals responded to the client’s vision of a casual but
sophisticated interior.
Key design features that the homeowner refers to as
“life-changing” include a large laundry room serviced by a
laundry chute located upstairs near the kids’ rooms, and a
mud room with individual cubbies and hanging space for
each family member.
For this family of five, the form, function and indoor/
outdoor flow of their new home makes daily life a joy and
entertaining a breeze. Friends happily accept invitations
most weekends (and have been known to invite themselves)
to enjoy the views, the pool and the company. u
STUDIO STEINBOMER ARCHITECTURE + INTERIORS
512-479-0022 | steinbomer.com
AMITY WORREL & CO.
512-387-3146 | amityworrel.com
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P.O. Box 66878 Austin, Texas 78766-6878
512.479.0022 | steinbomer.com

THE RADIAL
HOUSE

WHEN PRESENTED WITH A UNIQUE PROPERTY SITUATED AT
THE APEX OF A NATURAL SPHERE ON A CLIFF-LINED BEND
OVERLOOKING LAKE AUSTIN, ARCHITECTS ERIC BARTH AND
RYAN BURKE MET WITH AN INTERESTING DESIGN CHALLENGE.

By Claudia Alarcón | Photography by Andrew Pogue

P

PRINCIPALS AT A PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE, BARTH
and Burke were tasked to design a home to take full advantage of the surrounding views while respecting the natural
landscape. Carefully sited among live oaks, the home is organized around a tree-lined entry court which provides privacy
from the street. Once inside, the 4,395-square-foot, two-story
home completely opens to those sweeping panoramic views
— from large oaks to the water’s edge, to the high bluffs
overhead and beyond to the adjacent parkland. Despite the
vast amount of glazing, the four-bedroom, three-and-a-half
bath home upholds its privacy thanks to its placement on the
site, strategic massing and selective views.
The house itself is set into the hillside, with a concrete
retaining wall and a concrete foundation which was polished
and sealed as the final finish at the lower pool level. The
façade features locally sourced limestone, Sapele wood siding
and integrally colored smooth-troweled plaster. The main
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level houses all living areas and the master suite, with white
oak flooring and an open floor plan that allows interaction
from one space to another.
These lofted living spaces offer high views to the tree
line and bluff and are defined by a pair of massive masonry
volumes, which support a series of thin floating roof planes
and cantilevered balconies that strategically frame ridgeline
views rising hundreds of feet above the site itself. “The house
is primarily framed in steel, which allows for the deep cantilevers,” says Burke. “There is one splayed angle that relates
to the lot shape and opens the house to the sweeping views.”
The living room’s 14.5-foot-high ceilings allow for clerestory windows that offer more views of trees and ridgeline,
maximizing natural light with floor-to-ceiling energy ef-

ficient, LOW-E, aluminum clad mahogany windows. A gas
fireplace with a cast-in-place concrete plinth and raw steel
surround divides the room and serves as a perch for a sliding
art panel that conceals the TV screen. A deck wraps around
the home from the living room to the kitchen, fitted with retractable screens that subdivide it into a screened porch with
sliding glass doors.
Conveniently located close to primary spaces, the master
bedroom and office are adjacent to one another with a cabinet
that separates the spaces, and both rooms are situated on
corners to maximize available light. “The rooms are fitted with
a shared cabinet featuring fold-slide doors that can close off access between them, and a blackened steel top which conceals a
motorized TV lift that can swivel to either space,” says Barth.
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The master bathroom boasts Carrara marble on countertops and floors,
with an elegant showpiece freestanding bathtub by American Standard®
anchoring the room. The wall behind the
tub is made from local limestone that
matches the exterior stone. All cabinetry throughout the house, including the
floating master cabinet, was designed
by A Parallel. “Tim Cuddy built all of
the cabinetry using reconstituted teak,
which is a sustainably sourced composite from Brookside Veneers,” says Barth
of the millwork that provides a visual
connection from room to room.
The kitchen, located near the garage, also offers sweeping and serene green views. It features Caesarstone®
countertops and Miele® appliances, which include a concealed fridge. The adjacent laundry room also serves as a
mud room, with features that include a utility sink and a
coat closet.
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A sculptural steel and glass staircase connects the main
living spaces to the den and guest quarters below. Burke
explains, “Using minimal steel and glass with open risers
adds a sense of spaciousness and allows light and air to
filter through on both levels.” The guest rooms have direct
access to a den with a built-in bar with a sink, fridge and
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dishwasher. A blackened steel backsplash matches the TV cabinet’s open
shelving and concealed drawers below.
There is also an elevator that connects
the two floors for added accessibility.
The cozy den opens to the pool terrace
and gardens, which were designed by
A Parallel. The negative edge pool and
terrace are made from polished concrete to match the interior floors, and
a stair leads to a path toward the lake
and the detached boat house. Paths and
walkways were cast in concrete and
supplemented by decomposed granite
and limestone. The low maintenance
plantscape was designed and installed by
Garden Design Studio.
A Parallel, along with general contractor Jason Miars of Miars Construction, used energy efficient features
throughout the home, both architecturally and in appliances, materials and
general construction. Solar panels on
the PVC roof are strategically hidden
from view. Open-cell spray foam insulation and water-based low VOC paint
and finishes were used throughout.
Large overhangs protect finishes and
shade windows, and passive cooling
is achieved with cross ventilation and
clerestory openings. Other features
include tankless water heaters, high
efficiency VRF multizone HVAC and
EnergyStar® appliances. A generator
provides emergency energy backup for
the whole house.
This beautifully designed and constructed home shows that it is possible to
build with, rather than against, nature. By
respecting the trees and expertly using
the landscape and site, A Parallel Architecture created a secluded, peaceful home
with unparalleled views. u
A PARALLEL ARCHITECTURE
512-464-1199 | aparallel.com
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FRENCH
DECORUM

SOUTHERN
SENSIBILITY
THE FUSION OF FRENCH COUNTRY DESIGN
WITH SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY CREATED
A CASUAL AND ELEGANT HOME FOR
A COUPLE WHO UPSIZED ONCE THEIR KIDS WERE GROWN.

By Ann Koehler | Photography by French Blue Photography
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FOR AN EMPTY NESTER COUPLE WHO MOVED FROM
their 1,700-square-foot home in Austin to this larger golf
course residence, it was difficult to imagine their new surroundings. The homeowners discovered Daley Home + Design through Instagram and immediately brought them on.
A husband-and-wife team, principal designer Shelby Van
Daley and company manager Kasey Van Daley began working with the clients at the framing stage, which gave Shelby
plenty of opportunity for significant input and the ability to
design specific elements such as cabinets and hardware, as
well adding detailing in crown molding, custom millwork and
wallpaper. “Having coordination between the builder, the architect and the interior designer brings all aspects of the design and execution together. We are able to look at the finer
details such as room and window sizes, furniture placement,
wall decor and so much more. If furnishings are not contemplated concurrently with construction, then it becomes much

more difficult to create the complete curated look you see in
this project,” says Shelby of the benefit of collaborating with
all parties in the early stages of construction.
Daley was charged with creating an interpretation of
elevated European aesthetic, particularly French country design stemming from the husband’s love of France, combined
with a friendly Southern ease. It was important to the homeowners to incorporate their collection of treasured pieces,
artworks and items gathered from their travels and acquired
as family heirlooms. Shelby’s challenge was to carefully layer
these elements with new furniture selections and colors
shifting from shades of green to light blue and navy, making
visual connections throughout the home.
At the heart of the home is the kitchen, its pale blue cabinets offsetting the displays of vintage cookbooks and copper
pots. Countertops are quartzite with a simple, rolled-edge
white tile used for the backsplash. Visual Comfort lantern
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pendants frame the space. Perfect for entertaining, it opens
to the dining room where green and yellow Schumacher fabric drapes, one of many that were custom-fabricated through
the designer, evoke a French country charm. The round table
adds to a convivial and cozy atmosphere and the view to the
golf course and pool reinforces the bucolic vibe.
In the adjacent living room, Shelby’s selection of two white
sofas from Lee Industries, blue swivel chairs from Wesley
Hall and custom-covered floral ottomans with blue and green
accent pillows echo the cheerful scenes on the powder room
wallpaper that is visible through the open door. Mirrors placed
on the mantel reflect the chandelier as well as the ample
natural light from the glass doors leading to the back yard and
clerestory windows above. The carefully curated design blends
new and antique pieces in a color palette pulled from the pastoral painting by artist Susan Harter to the left of the fireplace.
That painting reappears in the master suite where muralpaper, created by the artist specifically for the spot above
the built-in seating, was a special client request. Simple and
elegant in white, the bath features a generous walk-in shower
and freestanding Kohler® tub. The chandelier was repurposed from the clients’ old dining room as bathroom lighting,
60 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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and quartz countertops and high gloss tile as seen in the
kitchen are repeated here, creating another connection that
pulls the house together.
In the master bedroom, a handwoven navy rug with a
subtle floral pattern was the starting point for the overall
design. Shelby combined a custom-designed cane bed with
simple ruffled bedding and a velvet quilt, toile drapes and
pillows, choosing deep blue accents to invoke a peaceful
atmosphere. A navy chaise in the window seat contributes to
the color scheme and is a perfect spot for curling up with a
book. French textured white nightstands provide storage but
also bring a contrast to the other wood tones in the room.
A hint of coastal chic makes the family game room the best
spot in the home to relax and watch a movie. The space picks
up the light blue color from the kitchen with a custom pinstriped sofa and buffalo check drapes that pull in the French
influence, and the family’s old kitchen table is repurposed
here as a game table. “The table and chairs served as the family kitchen table for the homeowners in their previous home
of 20+ years,” says Shelby.
But while pieces of the homeowner’s collections are displayed throughout the home, it’s in the study where many are
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highlighted, and a masculine design contrasts with the rest
of the home. Built-in shelving and a glass-fronted gun cabinet
anchor one end of the room with a cast stone fireplace on
the other. The family’s long existing dining table was passed
down from a family member. It was originally a law library
table from UT Austin. It acts as the desk, rooting the stronger
color range in deeper blues and dark browns. Photos where
reframed to give them a cohesive look. An old trunk, a family
heirloom that was retrieved from the Pacific Ocean floating
near Japan during World War II, provides a table for the seating area under the watchful gaze of Winston Churchill.
Ultimately, Shelby credits the working relationship she
developed with the homeowners to the success of the project,
saying, “There was a fair amount of collaboration with the
client, particularly in selecting fabrics and art. The client was
very attuned to the feelings that the patterns and imagery
evoked, so we spent a lot of time together to select the perfect
ones for the space. Our clients put a lot of trust in our process to deliver a home they would love.” u
DALEY HOME + DESIGN
512-537-9175 | daleyhomedesign.com
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REMODELER’S ADVICE

ART INSTALLATIONS
As a former gallery owner, I’ve learned there are numerous things
to consider if you’re planning to remodel your home with art in mind.
For instance, have you thought about lighting? Do you need additional
blocking in the walls? Are you locating light switches, receptacles
and thermostats so they work in conjunction with your art? With the
right assistance from remodeling professionals, you can make art an
integral part of your construction plans.
LIST YOUR ASSETS - “During our initial programming sessions,
we always ask our clients if there are any pieces in their home that
we need to pay special attention to — be it furniture or artwork.
We then carefully document the pieces and incorporate them into
our design solutions,” says Sara Hadden, Design Director, CG&S
Design-Build in Austin.
SET THE TONE - “Colorful (or neutral) artwork often sets the

tone for the color scheme of a remodeling project. So, it’s great if
we can pull some colors and textures out of the artwork and repeat
them again in tile, countertops or flooring,” explains Jana Valdez,
Principal Interior Designer and Co-Owner of Haven Design and
Construction in San Antonio.
ESTABLISH FOCAL POINTS - “Ceiling heights can also play a
major role. We’ve adjusted tray ceiling heights and placements in

order to correctly install chandeliers and
ensure that wall art and other focal points are
not hindered by low-level ceilings,” says Sunni
Seifert, Senior Project Manager with CROSS,
a Luxury Remodeling Firm in San Antonio.
SPF FOR ART - “Our premium window
WELLS MASON
manufacturers offer several options that go
BUILDERS FIRSTSOURCE
above and beyond what is required by energy
code to accommodate any number of priorities a customer may have for their windows
— including aesthetics, acoustics, privacy,
heat loss, comfort, visible light transmission
and even UV light transmission which can damage art and discolor
upholstery,” explains Buck Burnette, Premium Window Specialist
for Builders FirstSource in Central Texas.
Whether you want to make sure your art will work in your
newly remodeled home, or you’re concerned about protecting
your art for the years ahead, a remodeling professional can help.
To hire a NARI member for your next remodel project, please go
to austinnari.org or remodelsanantonio.org. u

This guest column is courtesy of Wells Mason, Business
Development Manager for Builders FirstSource in Central Texas.
Builders FirstSource is proud to be a NARI member.
Sponsored by Bes Builder.
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NARI COTY 2021
REGIONAL WINNER:
Residential Exterior $50,000 to $100,000

NARI COTY 2021
REGIONAL WINNER:
Residential Bath : Under $25,000

www.BesBuilder.com
512.351.0258

arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT
HOLLY KUHL.
AskingDAVID,
2020, OIL PAINT ON
RECLAIMED FABRIC,
3.5 X 5.5 FEET

SOFT - Contracommon,
in Hill Country Galleria
April 19 to May 28
This group exhibition of textile and
fiber works was selected from emerging artists and include: Alissa Alfonso
(Miami, FL), Steef Crombach (Austin,
TX), Ely German (Austin, TX), Alie Jackson (Austin, TX), Holly Kuhl (Austin,
TX), Madeline Marak (Shreveport, LA),
Natalie Toth (New Orleans, LA), Tuk
Vaughankraska (Bozeman, MT), April
Wright (Germantown, TN) and Sixuan
Zhu (Philadelphia, PA). Contracommon is
a 501(c)3 nonprofit arts organization that
offers affordable private studios, professional development and dedicated gallery
space for members. contracommon.org

EDITH MASKEY.
PUEBLA EN
LA SIERRA,
WATERCOLOR

Celebrating 10 Years
Texas Treasures Fine Art Gallery
has represented national and international artists for the last 10 years
in Boerne, Texas. Owner Johny
Rosa has placed pieces in permanent collections within cities,
museums, universities and private
collections, and was the first to
set a bronze on the grounds of the
Alamo, titled The Line, a life-size
monument of Colonel Travis by
James N. Muir. The gallery is currently representing John and Edith
Maskey from Comfort, Texas, who
have had their work in collections
throughout Texas for over four decades. texastreasuresfineart.com

KATHY SOSA.
MARIPOSA ROSA
ON MY MIND,
PRIMERA
MARIPOSA, 2019
36 X 36 INCHES,
OIL ON CANVAS

Partnering For The Arts
Estancia del Norte has joined AnArte Gallery & Studio in a partnership that will champion San Antonio artists through a series of
bi-monthly, art-driven events. These exhibits
join the growing permanent collection that
Estancia has purchased in support of local art
and include pieces by Kathy Sosa, Analy Diego
and Sandra Mack-Valencia. All pieces are available for purchase and artists will work with
Estancia and AnArte to donate a portion of
sales to local nonprofits, though Estancia will
never receive any art-related proceeds. The
first exhibit by Kathy Sosa will run through
June. hilton.com, anartegallery09.com

Sculpture TODAY by Texas Sculpture Group
You’re cordially invited to an exhibit and silent auction of sculpture by members of the Texas Sculpture Group! Titled Sculpture
TODAY by Texas Sculpture Group, this event is scheduled for Saturday, June 12, 2021 from 6:00 to 9:00pm at Dock Space Gallery,
107 Lone Star Blvd. in San Antonio. This event coincides with 2nd
Saturday ArtWalk in the Lone Star Art District. Free and open to
the public. texassculpturegroup.org

ROY LICHTENSTEIN. THE SOLOMON R.
GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM (161/250), 1969
SCREENPRINT IN COLORS, 28.50 X 28.50
INCHES, FRAMED 37.25 X 37.25 INCHES

CAPRICE PIERUCCI. RED LINEAR LOOP III, 72 X 7 X 7 INCHES, PINE

Icons and Vandals
West Chelsea Contemporary
May 23 to July 11, Austin, Downtown
and Domain Northside Locations
This exhibition focuses on the icons and
vandals of contemporary art — artists that
have disrupted the contemporary art market
whether from the street or the studio. Artists include Banksy, Yayoi Kusama, Richard
Hambleton, Ai Weiwei and more. wcc.art

Wildflower Season
Born from our favorite time of year, the time
we Texans crave, the time of color — the handblown Wildflower vase and bowl collection
from Wimberley Glassworks springs to life in a
myriad of reflections of the season. Come on out
to the Hill Country for a getaway or Mother’s Day outing to take your pick of
this collection, on special now. Then tour the art installations and see a live
glassblowing demonstration by the team of artisans. wgw.com
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design

SPOTLIGHT
New Leadership at
McKinney York Architects
Michelle Rossomando, AIA, RID has
been named the firm’s second president
in its 30+ year history. She takes the reins
from Heather McKinney, FAIA, RID, LEED
AP BD+C, who has served as president
since the firm opened. Rossomando joined
MYA 22 years ago after graduation with
a Master of Architecture from UT Austin.
Overseeing business development and
marketing, she has led the firm’s successful expansion into new markets such as
interior design and exhibition design. In
2003, AIA Austin named Rossomando
Young Architectural Professional of the
Year. Other distinctions include 2012’s
Engineering News-Record’s “20 Under 40”
and 2019’s Austin LUNA Award for Outstanding Professional of the Year from the
Regional Hispanic Contractors Association. mckinneyyork.com

Container Store
Announces New
KonMari Collection
Love Marie Kondo?
Discover the new collection
of sustainable organizers exclusively designed by Marie Kondo
at The Container Store. From
gorgeous bamboo kitchen organizers and ceramic canisters to
hikidashi boxes for your dresser
drawers and softly woven bins
for anywhere, you’ll find ways to
store and display your treasured
items that spark joy every day.
containerstore.com

Finery By Laura Burton
With years of experience as an interior architect, designer and project manager, Laura
Burton is passionate about finding stylish and
functional solutions for her clients. Her collection of handcrafted hardware blends artistry,
craftsmanship and elegant design. Developed
in conjunction with local Austin artisans,
and made responsibly in the USA of recycled
metal, every piece is sold exclusively through
Alexander Marchant. finerystudio.com,
alexandermarchant.com

Ironwood Connection’s
Newest Showroom
Due to remarkable growth in the
Central Texas market, Ironwood
Connection just celebrated the grand
opening of their new facility in Round
Rock where they will offer an even
larger selection of staircase products
and services, along with their two
other showrooms in the Houston and
Dallas markets. ironwoodusa.com

Shea Pumarejo Wins NKBA
“Best Overall Bath”
San Antonio’s Shea Pumarejo, owner
and designer of Younique Designs, has
been awarded her third “Best Overall
Bath” in the National Kitchen & Bath Association Design +
Industry Awards
2021. This is her
seventh win in total. Her design includes a classical entablature which creates a visual focal point
over the freestanding tub, while a
shower built for two, floating vanity,
honed marble and signature lighting
complete the luxury experience.
myyouniquedesigns.com

Spectacular Modern
Homes of Texas
The new coffee-table/digital
book showcases the exceptional
work and expertise of Texas’
modern tastemakers: the accomplished industry leaders and firms
responsible for creating today’s
finest modern residential design. Sold in upscale retail and
online. signatureboutiquebooks.com
APRIL / MAY 2021
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www.wgw.com
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LOCAL SERVICE. EXPERT DESIGN.

Pirouette® with PowerView® Motorization
The PowerView® App and additional equipment
required for programmed operation.

12918 Shops Parkway, Suite 700
Bee Caves, TX 78738 | 512.608.0302
austintatiousblinds.com

